
One Way Of Categorising:

Put the transport pictures out and ask your child whether or not there is one word to name all the pictures, 
whether or not they can be divided into groups and, if they can, what each of the groups might be called.

Give them a sheet of A4 paper and a pencil, and ask them to draw a model to show their ideas. If they struggle 
with this activity, go onto the next part of the session (see the next page).

Accept any grouping of the cards that makes good sense. Some possibilities that you can expect are: 

Transport; passenger transport/freight. 
Transport; air transport/water transport/land transport. 
Transport; wheels/no wheels.
Transport; wings/no wings.

Your child may also categorise them in a way that will need some clarification and changes, for example: 
transport; air transport/water transport/rail transport/road transport. If your child does produce a model of this 
type, then during your discussion you will need to point out that rail and road transport are part of a bigger group 
(land transport). Help your child to correct their model as necessary, in this case for example by enclosing the rail 
and road transport circles within a larger circle representing land transport.

Ask them to label their model with either symbols or letters. Then you or another child doing the session 
organises the picture cards according to your child’s model, as if you/they were ‘solving the puzzle’. Swap over if 
you have more than one child doing this.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

 9 picture cards of forms of 
transport (bus, freight train, 
lorry, plane, cargo ship, car, 
tram, ocean liner and 
passenger train)

 A sheet of A4 paper and a 
pencil (per child)

 A large sheet (A2) of white 
paper and a pen

 Small Post-It notes for 
symbols

10–15 minutes

BY ROAD, BY RAIL, BY WATER, BY AIR

To master the creation of visual models showing the relationships between 
categories in a classificatory system
To introduce the idea that we can classify the same set of objects in different ways, 
depending on the criteria selected
To develop symbolic literacy – code and decode visual models
To create symbols to represent different categories independently
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Your child can draw Grouping Circles models to represent their ideas and explain what they have done.
Your child can group the same pictures of transport in different, equally appropriate, ways.
Your child can change the labels on a visual model to represent different ways of grouping pictures of transport.
Your child can listen to other ideas, modifying and extending their own ideas in the process.
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How Many More Transport Models Can We Make?

Draw a large circle on your A2 sheet of paper and then two smaller circles within it, leaving room for a third circle (see below). Make each circle big 
enough to fit the relevant transport cards inside each one.

Passengers and Freight

Ask your child to compare, for example, the lorry and the bus. Ask what they carry and elicit the idea that the lorry carries
goods but the bus carries passengers. The question specifies the form the classification will take – they can divide ‘transport’ 
into two groups on the basis of what is carried. So one belongs to the category ‘passenger transport’ and the other to ‘freight’.

Ask your child to draw symbols on a small Post-It note for each of the two circles on your sheet, to show what you have just 
discussed, and then to place the symbols and the pictures in the right places on the sheet. Ask if they can name any other 
vehicle and then say where it belongs on the model. 

Land, Sea and Air

Remove the Post-It notes with the symbols on and the transport cards, saying that there are other ‘families’ that these cards 
could be put into. Give your child the plane, the tram and the ocean liner. Ask them how these are the same (they are all 
passenger transport). Now ask how they differ: Where are they? Where do they travel? (On land, in the air, on water.) They can 
now divide ‘transport’ into three groups on the basis of where they travel. So one belongs to the category ‘land transport’, one 
to the category ‘air transport’ and one to the category ‘water transport’.

As before, ask your child to draw a symbol on a small Post-It note for each of the three categories and prompt them if 
necessary to add another circle, to show what you have just discussed. Then ask them to place their symbols and the pictures 
in the right places on the model. Then ask if they can name any other vehicle and then say where it belongs on this model. 
They can draw a small circle to represent their idea on the appropriate part of the model. 

Road and Rail

Draw attention to the trains and the car on the model you just created. Ask your child if they can see something that is 
different between them. (The car travels on the road and the trains along tracks.)

Ask if your child if they can see how the model could be changed so that everyone can tell that ‘road transport’ belongs 
together, ‘rail transport’ belongs together but that they are both types of ‘land transport’. If necessary, to prompt your child, 
ask them to group the pictures inside the ‘land transport’ circle, so that pictures of ‘rail transport’ are together and pictures 
of ‘road transport’ are together. Then repeat the question. Agree that you could draw a smaller circle around the ‘road 
transport’, and another around the ‘rail transport’ cards, but keeping the groupings within the ‘land transport’ circle. 

Finally ask them to create symbols for road and rail transport as before and add them to complete the model.

BY ROAD, BY RAIL, BY WATER, BY AIR – continued 
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Cut out each picture card separately.
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